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Yield Book Boost
Critical analytics delivered faster

Yield Book® Boost offers more calculations in less time. By accelerating calculation speed, it allows time-sensitive projects
to be completed quickly and deadlines to be met.
Moreover, it reduces variable usage charges by offering an allowance of 4,000 extra CPU minutes each month, for every Yield Book Boost license bought,
to accommodate calculation-intensive jobs.

Your requirement

Our solution

Meet time-sensitive deadlines

• Reduce the time needed for calculations; run analytics for holdings faster including pricing and risk
measures, return attribution, scenario analysis, tracking error, Value at Risk and cash flow analysis.

Manage large jobs easily and
cost effectively

• Avoid having to modify Yield Book processes, synchronize data across multiple licenses, manually
distribute the workload and piece together the results in one output; streamline your processing
through a single Yield Book license.

Yield Book Boost functionality

• Speed: By sending calculations to multiple servers, Yield Book Boost expedites the production of derived analytics.
• Flexibility: Yield Book Boost works for on-demand, overnight batch, and interactive calculations.
• Adaptability: Yield Book Boost can be dynamically attached to any license or calculation task where additional computational power is needed.

Example
Calculating partial durations for a portfolio of 250 pass-through mortgages
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Source: Yield Book as of June 2018. For illustrative purposes only.
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For more information contact us at sales@yieldbook.com or visit our website: www.yieldbook.com
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